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Introduction

Selling online enables you to grow and scale your business substantially. However you need to be
aware that when selling online a fraud risk exists that can result in goods being shipped that you
may not get paid for.

This risk can be mitigated by:
• Executing 3D Secure for all online transactions. This shifts most fraud liability from you, to your
customer or your customer’s bank. It is usually mandated by your acquiring bank to use 3D Secure
for all online transactions.
• Checking the Security Code and Address Verification (AVS) results for transactions. Ensure you are
sending in the correct data to properly use these features and are also interpreting the results of
these checks.
• Using Elavon Payment Gateway’s Fraud Management to automatically Pass, Hold or Block
transactions.
This guide recommends an initial set of Fraud Management rules new merchants can configure who
have little experience of selling online and managing fraud risk. Configuring these rules ensures an
additional layer of protection on top of 3D Secure, Security Code and AVS and gives you a better
understanding of the Elavon Payment Gateway Fraud Management product. This understanding will
enable you to cater the rules to best suit your own business needs.

It’s important to say this guide is a recommendation only. You must take ownership of
your own Fraud Management rules. Take a look at the other available rules to see if you
feel any other rules would help you mitigate fraud.
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Click on “Create a New Rule”

!
DATA SETTINGS

Fraud Management is an Elavon Payment Gateway product that executes a series of rules,
configured by you, at the time the transaction is authorised that can PASS, HOLD or
BLOCK transactions automatically. It helps you identify suspected fraudulent transactions.
It may be difficult for you to know what rules to configure, before you commence processing online transactions for the first time, so here are some recommendations to get started
with.
Please note that all the recommended rules result in a HOLD or PASS result. These rules
will not automatically BLOCK transactions. Using HOLD ensures you never lose a sale
automatically. A PASS result means the transaction is accepted, while BLOCK means that
the transaction is stopped and will never be processed. A HOLD result means that if the
transaction is authorised, you will not receive funds for that transaction until the transaction is reviewed and released by you. Please do not ship goods until a held transaction is
reviewed by you and released.

If you are uncomfortable with Fraud Management automatically holding
transactions that you subsequently need to review, you can set Fraud
Management to PASSIVE MODE. Passive mode means that the Fraud
Management result is for information only and no automatic action, such as
holding the transaction, is taken. See “What are PASSIVE and OFF modes
used for?” section later in this document.
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Fraud Management Rule Creation

Here are 7 rules we would recommend that you enable before you start processing transactions.
39
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To configure these rules log in to RealControl and go to Fraud Management -> Create A New Rule.
You can give each rule a name that means something to you. Your rule names appear in RealControl
when you view detailed information about a transaction.

EUR 3,570.00

Amount

CREATE NEW RULE

1. “I want to hold transactions when the amount is greater than £x. Otherwise I want to
pass transactions.”
You need to determine the amount, once exceeded, for which transactions will be held.
We recommend to look at your average sale amount and then choose a larger amount
where, if seen, you would want to review before accepting.

Customer

2. “I want to hold transactions when the cardholder name is marked as medium risk in my
cardholder name data list. Otherwise I want to pass transactions.”
You need to add cardholder names to your data list as Medium risk for this rule to trigger.
It’s unlikely you will have any cardholder names when you first start processing
transactions. Over time you can easily add names from previous transactions via
RealControl. This should be done if you ever get a transaction that results in a fraud
chargeback.
See “How do I block/hold transactions based on the data in my data list?” Fraud
Management Guide.
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Fraud Management Rule Creation

Geographic
Rule name

3. “I want to pass transactions when the issuer country is marked as low risk in my issuer
country data list. Otherwise I want to hold transactions.”
Action

Condition

You will need to add countries to your payment method country list that you want to
accept.
See “How do I restrict transactions to a set list of countries?” Fraud Management Guide.
Alternatively you can reverse this rule to HOLD transactions for a known list of countries
and PASS for all other countries.
Note: Holding transactions where the Billing and Shipping Countries or Billing
and Issuing Countries do not match are also popular. To use these rules please
ensure you are submitting Shipping and Billing Countries to Realex Payments
in your transactions.

Card Number

4. “I want to hold transactions when the card number has been used more than x times
with a different cardholder name. Otherwise I want to pass transactions.”

Statement

REVIEW AND ACTIVATE
Remove

You need to replace x with a number indicating how many times you are comfortable with
a card number being used with a different name before you want to hold the transaction
for review.
See “How do I block/hold transactions based on a particular pattern?” Fraud Management
Guide.
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Fraud Management Rule Creation

Card Number

5. “I want to hold transactions when the card number is marked as medium risk in my card
number data list. Otherwise I want to pass transactions.”
Edit

ACTIVATE RULE

You need to add card numbers to your data list as Medium risk for this rule to trigger. It’s
unlikely you will have any card numbers when you first start processing transactions but
over time you can add them securely from previous transactions via RealControl, especially
if you ever get a chargeback.
See “How do I block/hold transactions based on the data in my data list?” Fraud
Management Guide.
6. “I want to hold transactions when the card number has been authorised more than x
times in the last 24 hours. Otherwise I want to pass transactions.”
7. “I want to hold transactions when the card number has been authorised more than x
times in the last week. Otherwise I want to pass transactions.”
You need to decide how many times you want to see a card number authorised in the past
24 hours and in the past week, before holding it.
See “How do I block/hold transactions based on recurrent use of a card number within a
defined period?” Fraud Management Guide.

The above rules are a recommendation only. Enabling these rules will give you a good sense of how to use Fraud Management. You can easily configure additional rules
based on the data you send to Realex Payments. For example, if you are submitting a customer number unique to your business, customer IP address or email address you
can build useful rules relating to this data.
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Fraud Rules
Here is the full list of rules available to you.
I want to Pass/Hold or Block transactions when ...
All categories

…the data list data* is marked as high/medium/low risk

Card number

…the card number has been used more than a number of times in the last 24 hours
…the card number has been authorised more than a number of times in the last 24 hours
…the card number has been used more than a number of times in the last week
…the card number has been used more than a number of times with a different cardholder name
…the card number has been used more than a number of times with a different customer number
…the card number has been used more than a number of times with a different variable reference
…the card number has been authorised more than a number of times in the last week
…the card number has been authorised more than a number of times with a different cardholder name
…the card number has been authorised more than a number of times with a different customer number
…the card number has been authorised more than a number of times with a different variable reference

Geographic

…the shipping and the billing country is different or the same or missing one information
…the shipping and the issuing country is different or the same or missing one information
…the shipping and the home country is different or the same or missing one information

Amount

…the amount in a currency is greater than an amount

Customer

…the cardholder name has been used more than a number of times with a different card number
…the customer number has been used more than a number of times with a different card number

Product

…the variable reference has been used more than a number of times with a different card number

Third party

...the Decision Manager response is (accept/reject/review/error).

* The data list allows you to specify values that should trigger an action should they appear within a particular transaction field. The fields for which data can be listed are:
Card number

Product ID

Customer Number

Shipping Area

Billing Area

BIN range

Cardholder name

Variable Reference

Customer IP Address

Shipping Country

Billing Country

Issuing Country

What do I do once I have my rules configured?

?

Firstly, send in a few test transactions to trigger the rules you have set up to hold the transactions.
Then look at those test transactions in RealControl and understand how to review, release and void
transactions.

When you start processing real transactions you must monitor them in RealControl.

38993D617F...

Internet

Cardholder Name, IP
Adress, +1 more

2016/10/10 15:23:01

Simon Harrison

123.00 EUR

2016/10/09 10:19:01

John Doe

38993D617F...

MOTO

Card Usage in 24 hours

43.00 EUR

BLOCKED

2016/10/09 12:43:17

Simon Harrison

38993D617F...

Internet

Card Usage in 24 hours

123.00 EUR

BLOCKED

HELD

Go to the Fraud Management -> Fraud Filter in RealControl to ensure the transactions that are Held
are reviewed and either released or voided.
See “How do I review, release or void a suspected fraudulent transaction?” Fraud Management
Guide.
Over time if you feel you are spending too much time reviewing transactions you can tweak the
rules to let more transactions Pass or Block automatically.

HELD

VOID or RELEASE

BLOCKED

FAILED

If you find you are getting fraudulent transactions, for example via the chargeback process, then look
at those transactions and identify rules which can be added or modified to Hold or Block similar
transactions. Add card numbers, cardholder names or other data from chargebacked transactions in
RealControl to your fraud data lists. Future transactions with that card number, cardholder name or
other data will be actioned automatically once the corresponding rule for that data is active.
See “How do I add transaction data to my data list?” Fraud Management Guide.
See “How do I block/hold transactions based on the data in my data list?” Fraud Management
Guide.
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What are the PASSIVE and OFF mode used for, and
how do I switch between modes?
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EUR 3,570.00

By default, Realex Payments’ Fraud Management tool is in ACTIVE mode. This means that
as soon as you create your rules, they will be applied to all your transactions on all your
subaccounts and the relevant action will be applied.
PASSIVE mode can be used to test your rules before you use them in ACTIVE mode.
When the Fraud Filter is in PASSIVE mode, the rules that you have set up will be applied
but the actions associated with them (Pass, Hold or Block) will not be executed. However,
you will be able to see the action that would have been taken had your Fraud Filter been in
ACTIVE mode.
Once you are confident that your rules are working as expected, you can then switch to
ACTIVE mode.
When the Fraud Filter is in OFF mode, your rules will be not executed but they will be
retained in case you want to change to PASSIVE or ACTIVE mode in the future. For
security, you will be required to enter your password in order to set the Fraud Filter mode
to OFF.

How do I switch between modes?

You can access the PASSIVE and OFF mode from the “More Actions” button on the top
right of the Fraud Dashboard screen.
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If you have any queries or issues, please do not hesitate
to contact our support team
IRL +353 (0)1 907 5499
UK +44 (0) 20 3564 5695
support@elavonpaymentgateway.com

